
 I had the pleasure of taking a class with   
Jeff Dever and seeing his work in person.  
 Jeff is a wonderful person and his 
works of art are incredible. 
 If you should ever have the 
chance to take a workshop of his. 
 Don’t miss out. 
 Toni
 New York, USA Jewelry Pas de Deux

This workshop combines two of Jeff ’s most sought-after techniques:  
miniature hollowware and reinforced armatures. Over the course of this 

multi-day class, we will explore an array of small-scale jewelry forms and 
shapes employing this rare combination of techniques. Together we will  

create small pieces, of your own design, and through clay layering and 
multi-cycle curing, build various elements suitable for jewelry application. 

The results are strong, light, and often reproducible polymer pieces for  
use as beads, pins, or pendants. Finally, surface ornamentation and  

finishing techniques will be demonstrated and discussed. The class’s small  
intimate setting will allow for personal attention and coaching from 

Jeff. This is a technique workshop, not a project-specific class, and  
all students need a basic working knowledge of polymer clay.

Space is limited for this unique experience.

Join Us
Now!

La Cascade’s 
inviting  
terrace where 
you may dine 
serenaded by a 
cool mountain 
stream.

Selections 
from Jeff ’s 
lauded jewelry 
portfolio.

We would love to have you join us July 26 – August 2, 2007, in Durfort, France for Jewelry Pas de Duex, a 
polymer clay master class with artist Jeffrey Lloyd Dever. The cost for this week-long retreat is $1,950 U.S. 
and includes . . .

  7 days and 7 nights accommodations on site at La Cascade

 All on site meals prepared by our own chef

 5 days of instructions and open studio access

  Materials unique to Jeff ’s techniques will be provided. A list of personal  
tools and materials to bring will be sent to each registered attendee.

 Airfare and ground transportation are not included.

Space is limited at this intimate venue and your $500 deposit will insure  
you a spot. To reserve your space or request more information please contact  
Kay Rosburg at 301-776-2812 or e-mail kay@deverdesigns.com.
Visit www.gwengibson.com for more information on La Cascade and the  
surrounding countryside.



Jewelry  Pas de Deux
A  P O L Y M E R  C L A Y      M A S T E R  C L A S S  W I T H  J E F F R E Y  L L O Y D  D E V E R

July 26 - August 2, 2007
Durfort, France

Join Us this summer in beautiful southern France for an intimate 

master class with artist Jeffrey Lloyd Dever. La Cascade, Gwen Gibson’s lovingly 

renovated 17th century summer home and studio, is the venue for our retreat.  

Located in the medieval village of Durfort, between the beautiful Black Mountains 

and pastoral fields of golden sunflowers, the surrounding area offers an array of 

activities from hiking to trolling quaint shops and flea markets, or touring nearby 

ancient villages. Our own international chef will prepare delicious meals that we’ll 

savor together, perhaps on the terrace, as we listen to the 

mountain stream and waterfall beyond. So come feed your 

soul and your head in this beautiful French setting. Good 

food, good friends and a creative feast are sure to be part of 

this unique opportunity.

La Cascade, 
Gwen Gibson’s 
lovingly restored 
17th century 
summer retreat

“Nature is the muse that informs my aesthetics 
                          and instills in me a visual vocabulary.”
                                     jeffrey lloyd dever


